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Abstract  42 

Restructuring farmer-research relationships, addressing complexity and uncertainty through joint 43 

exploration, are at the heart of On-Farm-Experimentation (OFE). OFE describes new approaches to 44 

agricultural research and innovation that are embedded in real-world farm management, and 45 

reflects new demands for decentralised and inclusive research that bridge sources of knowledge and 46 

foster open innovation. Here, we propose that OFE research could help transform agriculture 47 

globally. We highlight the role of digitalisation, which motivates and enables OFE by dramatically 48 

increasing scales and complexity when investigating agricultural challenges. 49 

 50 

 51 

New innovation processes are urgently needed for agriculture to meet social, ecological and 52 

economic challenges globally1. There have been longstanding calls to place farmers at the 53 

centre of the innovation processes that serve them, so that solutions can be better aligned 54 

with their needs and aspirations. Proponents of farmer participatory research championed 55 

farmers’ enrolment in research, technology development and innovation processes, 56 

recognising that farmers hold knowledge repositories about local production contexts and 57 

practices, and are themselves key sources of innovation since they routinely experiment as 58 

part of their production processes2-6. Despite successes with such approaches, a 59 

restructuring of the relationship between researchers and farmers has failed to materialise 60 

as standard practice, preventing the effective integration of science-based and farmer-based 61 

knowledge7,8. This neither best serves the needs of agri-food systems nor formal research, 62 

with the latter largely missing out on valuable and abundant knowledge and innovation 63 

generated by farmers9-11.  64 
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 We introduce here On-Farm Experimentation (OFE) as a new manifestation of 65 

collaborative experimental research. At its core is a growing global community who 66 

recognises that building productive relationships between farmers and scientists is critical to 67 

develop the new innovation pathways needed to solve the challenges that contemporary 68 

agriculture faces. OFE is specifically a response to the inability of small plot trials commonly 69 

used in on-farm research to provide sufficiently actionable insights to farmers, and that new 70 

solutions embracing agroecological scales are needed to better guide their practices1. OFE is 71 

the result of accumulated changes across several domains that individually may not be 72 

spectacular, but collectively realise a change significant enough to acknowledge and start 73 

articulating. Often, this change is catalysed by the analytical, learning and decision support 74 

opportunities presented by digital technologies. 75 

 We define OFE and describe the reasons for its emergence, before providing a 76 

framework to compare OFE activities. We then offer collective thoughts on how OFE 77 

research could help transform agriculture globally, and argue for concerted and proactive 78 

institutional support to accelerate this change.  79 

 80 

OFE embeds research in farm management  81 

OFE is defined as an innovation process that brings agricultural stakeholders together around 82 

mutually beneficial experimentation to support farmers’ own management decisions. This 83 

vision is underpinned by three mechanisms that build on the complex and intertwined 84 

histories of formal and farmer participatory research yet remain on the margins of scientific 85 

experimental practice globally. First, OFE research occurs in farmers’ own fields and at scales 86 

that are meaningful to them, rather than in small experimental plots that are designed 87 
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externally. Second, the private interests of farmers and of other OFE participants are 88 

explicitly acknowledged as a pre-requisite to negotiate their alignment and build productive 89 

relationships. Third, experimenting in OFE research is understood as a deliberate process of 90 

joint exploration, by which researchers and others engage closely with farming realities to 91 

align with the ways farmers learn. The benefits are three-fold: harnessing farmers’ own 92 

knowledge, focusing the external perspective of other experts, and creating value for all by 93 

stimulating the production of new insights through co-learning and the hybridisation of 94 

knowledge.  95 

 Implementation integrates these mechanisms through an iterative and flexible 96 

process. Field-scale experiments follow action research recommendations inviting 97 

participants to plan, act, observe, reflect and repeat, building on the key participatory 98 

concepts of demand-driven research, knowledge co-production and mutual learning2,12-15 99 

(Fig.1).   100 

 OFE research is demand-driven because the motivations of farmers to gain 101 

information relevant to their own farm drive the research process 14,16,17. OFE is a concrete, 102 

observable activity of clear and immediate interest to farmers5,18, from which there is always 103 

something to learn4,7. In contrast with most agronomic research that derives general truths 104 

independently of specific conditions on farm10,19, the intention is to foster a process of 105 

enquiry17 to support private learning mechanisms7, building on existing knowledge in a form 106 

that is directly useful to a given farmer, field, and context4,20. OFE embraces the 107 

heterogeneity of farming circumstances, practices and needs, providing practical and 108 

contextualised information about how to use, adapt and develop local innovations11,21-23.  109 

  Then, researchers and other stakeholders add value to the experimental process by 110 

providing specialist skills and external perspectives to help farmers assess ideas on their 111 
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terms10,16,24. Farmers’ empirical knowledge and experiential learning 3,6 are complemented 112 

by suggesting metrics and experimental designs, performing analytics and documenting 113 

experiences, interpreting results and expanding horizons, proposing opportunities and next 114 

steps in the experimental process4,11,12,14.  115 

 Finally, social learning at several scales generates new knowledge3,7,11,15. Within OFE, 116 

co-learning between partners is key, from the co-design of experiments to the interpretation 117 

of results25,26. Crucially, anchoring co-learning in the farm’s data provides tangible focus. 118 

Beyond individual OFEs, socialisation with peers and other stakeholders promotes further 119 

co-learning through the sharing of data, ideas or insights6,16. These learnings are easily 120 

communicable to the local community because they are visible, relatable, not overly 121 

complex, and not necessarily dependent on external resources to be replicated7,8. This 122 

promotes replication of OFE locally to increase confidence in outcomes. It also encourages 123 

access to wider knowledge networks – if potential gains justify the investment17,27. This 124 

generates additional insights, socially through further sharing and updating5,12,28-31, and 125 

analytically through meta-analysis and data integration22,32-35. 126 

 127 

A shift to the endogenous creation of knowledge   128 

OFE brings experimentation forward, which holds profound practical and even philosophical 129 

implications for the building of knowledge and innovation in agriculture3,4. This knowledge 130 

creation is largely endogenous, anchored with farmers but also key actors positioned in the 131 

entire agri-food system15,24. Two aspects are particularly noteworthy for their relevance to 132 

research practice.  133 
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 First, organising thinking and activities around experimentation implies repositioning 134 

research relationships5,8,20. OFE focuses on building productive relationships between 135 

science-led and farmer-led experimentation, bridging the knowledge systems underpinning 136 

each as a means to foster the endogenous production of locally relevant knowledge. Farmer 137 

participatory research has long emphasised co-learning and meaningful interactions2. 138 

However, farmers typically participate in research that is designed and managed by 139 

researchers15, testing accepted principles and technologies with an objective of diffusion 140 

rather than hybridisation. OFE thus aligns with efforts to support local innovation 141 

processes11 while departing from a long tradition where the participatory philosophy has 142 

often been more of empowerment or consultation than creating new knowledge jointly in a 143 

collaborative or collegial fashion2,5,7.  144 

 Second, a focus on experimentation leads to rediscovering the multi-dimensional 145 

ramifications of inspiration, ideation, and implementation for problem-solving36. In 146 

agriculture, experimentation has seldom been recognised as a powerful process in its own 147 

right for the formulation of problems and the generation of insights through exploration. 148 

Rather, the norm for on-farm experiments has generally been to provide the in situ 149 

validation to further the results of simulations and controlled environments. Otherwise, on-150 

farm trials serve a demonstration purpose, as part of extension efforts or as services 151 

purchased by farmers. In contrast, through OFE research, experimentation itself becomes a 152 

pragmatic process20 to generate questions and drive change.  153 

 154 

Converging the conversations of agriculture science  155 
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The genesis of OFE reflects three major and intersecting conversations in the agricultural 156 

sciences around the limitations of conventional experiments, demand for best research 157 

practices and growing digital opportunities. 158 

 159 

Progressing experimentation. Conducting field experiments to increase the applicability of 160 

particular practices or technologies sports a two-century-long history that culminated in the 161 

1920’s, when small-plot experiments and analytical techniques were pioneered to produce 162 

generalisable agronomic insight in research stations5,12,14,22,23,31,33,37,38. Scientists and 163 

consultants routinely use the same methods on farms to advise farmers in spite of significant 164 

problems.  165 

 Spatial and temporal variations in crop and livestock production are far greater than 166 

trial treatment effect, the stability of which is highly sensitive to the scale, boundaries and 167 

descriptors used18,19,32-34,39. Furthermore, the statistical significance criteria used by scientists 168 

provide no indication as to the scope, meaningfulness or local usefulness of results, leaving 169 

to farmers the difficult and risky task of adapting recommendations4,14,18,21,22,25,37. OFE 170 

overcomes these problems because experiments are embedded in farmers’ management, 171 

grounded locally at scales that are meaningful to them20. OFE captures and manages 172 

landscape and in-field variability13,18,19,35,40-43 (Fig.2), thus converging with key agroecological 173 

principles12. 174 

 Treatment comparisons prioritised by scientists, reflecting their historical origin in 175 

varietal selection, represent a subset of possible farm improvements. These are typically 176 

aimed at efficiency gains and substitution of management practices31, whereas managing 177 

complexity and testing a suite of relevant activities or interactions fast become impractical, 178 

when not eliminated by design3,14,21 or simply dismissed4. Farmers worldwide are 179 
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increasingly facing complex sustainability problems that challenge their adaptive capabilities 180 

and create an altogether more unpredictable decision-making space. OFE offers an 181 

opportunity for agricultural experts to complement conventional agronomy research by 182 

working with the dynamic farm management that exists in the real world, from building 183 

locally-relevant indicators to developing a new agronomy that better reflects the trade-offs 184 

across multiple dimensions that farmers face1,3-6,21,23,24,34,39. 185 

 186 

Opening innovation. Sourcing innovation directly from farmers by supporting their own 187 

problem-solving processes stems from a recognised need for decentralised, inclusive and 188 

networked approaches to agricultural research, development and extension3-8. Disciplines as 189 

distinct as agronomy, ecology, geography, anthropology, engineering, business and 190 

management are reaching this consensus and arguing for collective action, yet institutional 191 

practices have so far changed little2,5,6,8,10,11,14,15,17,20,21,25,29-31,38,39,41,44,45. 192 

 Understanding how agricultural knowledge is produced has underpinned the 193 

paradigm shift from knowledge transfer to include knowledge exchange38. Exploration, co-194 

learning, self-motivation and networks incorporating varied hybrid actors are recognised to 195 

be more conducive to positive change than top-down linear approaches12,17,21,30. However, 196 

commonly-used farmer engagement approaches do not fundamentally challenge or 197 

restructure farmer-research relationships and roles, but instead further entrench the 198 

hierarchy and separation between the two20. The enduring and routine use of on-farm field 199 

trial plots which statistical outputs are by large inaccessible to farmers exemplifies the way 200 

analytical approaches continue to be formatted to suit scientific expertise and orthodoxy 201 

rather than to embrace farm-scale challenges and the system-level processes that shape the 202 

enterprises of farmers and value-chain stakeholders. Furthering the problem is the shrinking 203 
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of outreach services that leave a void of capacity and mechanisms to connect researchers 204 

and farmers1,9,46.  205 

In this context, OFE fulfils recommendations to “open” innovation in agriculture 206 

through a highly actionable approach that connects sectors often working in silos24,30,44. In 207 

effect, OFE is a concrete mechanism to provide stakeholders with opportunities to 208 

demonstrate the relevance of different types of knowledge12,14,15, enabling co-learning and 209 

building trust6,16,17 around constructive dialogue47. This locally-appropriate knowledge4,10,36 210 

can have long-lasting impacts11, providing clear signals about what issues farmers prioritise16 211 

– those that they believe matter and that they can realistically do something about. OFE can 212 

thus help define clear transition pathways for agri-food systems47 while reducing the risk 213 

that research steers towards outputs that mean much to scientists or other parties but little 214 

to primary users3,14,21.  215 

 216 

Enabling digitalisation. OFE does not require digital technologies but the rise of investment 217 

and opportunities globally is a strong motivator1,33,48,49. 218 

 On the one hand, digital technologies are enablers of OFE. Not only do they greatly 219 

facilitate implementation and analysis, they also allow asking new or different questions by 220 

collecting and logging very large amounts of information that could not be accessed 221 

otherwise, even in marginal environments27,32,35,39,50. 222 

  On the other hand, OFEs are enablers of digital technologies. The OFE process can be 223 

used to test the usefulness of data-driven advice, tailoring tools to real rather than 224 

anticipated needs27. For instance, OFE can contribute to platforms engaging farmers around 225 

the valorisation of large amounts of data routinely produced but seldom used, such as 226 

within-field yield mapping or satellite imagery18,25,51.  227 
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 OFE could therefore help realise one of the greatest opportunities of digitalisation, 228 

which is to provide farmers, advisors and industry with business intelligence42 in the form of 229 

a data-driven ability to understand local drivers of variability by testing decision rules, while 230 

actively rebalancing the control of data and the ownership of innovation processes toward 231 

farmers35,40,41,49. OFE could contribute to the responsible digitalisation of knowledge systems 232 

by increasing understanding among all actors, providing much needed analytical capabilities 233 

while promoting data privacy and proactive governance25,27,48,51,52. 234 

 OFE associated with digital technologies and big data is also hoped to support 235 

research on the biome of agro-ecological landscapes by informing the integration of 236 

analytical scales25,31,34,39. Other promising applications include building agricultural versions 237 

of citizen science databases on a range of key agricultural and public interest issues, ranging 238 

from the presence of pests or available water to monitoring landscape and climate change 239 

impacts, to informing indicators of food security, sustainability, and even rural social justice, 240 

in the increasingly connected sectors of both the developing and industrialised 241 

worlds25,27,39,45,46,49,50.   242 

 243 

Scale of activities and diversity of approaches 244 

OFE initiatives are increasing in numbers across the world, likely involving well over 30,000 245 

farms across more than 30 countries. This conservative estimate originates from the 246 

observation of varied groups globally8,11,15,33,42 that signal the existence of a distinct and 247 

growing community of practice. 248 

 These groups are led by farmers, civil organisations, businesses, social enterprises or 249 

scientists. Among the latter, an international network involved in 11 OFE initiatives (Fig. 250 
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3)16,25,26,40,52-55 represented by the authors, formed to formalise the emerging scientific field 251 

of OFE research.  252 

 Great diversity exists even within this subset of the OFE community, reflecting that 253 

communication is only recent. Each project evolved to implement their own solutions, each 254 

rooted in contextual conditions and therefore led by varying objectives and available 255 

resources rather than shared strategies20,56. For instance, research topics should be framed 256 

by farmers or other primary stakeholders, however, mirroring the participatory experience2, 257 

some initiatives follow a more scientist-driven approach for the benefits of added 258 

explanatory power or scalability. Scaling strategies, analytical approaches and data 259 

production practices differ as well, from monitoring only a few variables of interest to 260 

systematically inputting very large datasets from electronic harvest records into information 261 

systems. Significantly, 6 of the 11 OFE initiatives described started as a strategy to 262 

demonstrate the value of digitalisation. 263 

 264 

Transformational potential   265 

OFE could reach much further and become a vehicle for transformational change28 in 266 

agriculture. Four key features suggest this potential. 267 

 268 

Systemic. OFE provides a much needed5,6,9,21,29 systemic process to link the knowledge of 269 

farmers, researchers, consultants and other stakeholders, creating new tools and 270 

channelling methodologies to investigate emerging questions as well as enduring 271 

problems1,57. Although not immune to power imbalances2,20, OFE can help overcome 272 

hierarchies between formal and informal knowledge systems. Openly negotiating the private 273 
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interests of varied participants4,6,12,17,23,24,29-31 ensures salience, credibility against vested 274 

interests through scientific scrutiny and, most importantly, legitimacy 3,16,56.  275 

 As such, OFE can be both a vehicle for technological innovation, and a social and 276 

institutional innovation29 – crucial conditions for systemic change that are often 277 

overlooked11,21,47. OFE research enables both local and wider-reaching learning that not only 278 

challenges and changes understanding and beliefs but also redefines the pathways that lead 279 

to them, which is key to transformational change in agriculture15,28,38,57.  280 

 281 

Adaptable. Adaptability is a crucial feature of social innovations that achieve scale and 282 

impact36,57. Unlike small-plot agronomic research and most participatory endeavours15, 283 

experimenting and learning3 in OFE can be undertaken in a myriad of ways (Fig.2), in a wide 284 

range of institutional contexts, even when resources are limited (Fig. 3). Diversity is 285 

galvanising the OFE community for it shows that, while there is no one-size-fits-all 286 

operational recipe15, even in digitally-driven projects48,49, much can be learnt by 287 

understanding the solutions others have found in specific contexts1,9,26,30.  288 

 Critically, OFE can stand alone as well as fit within broader processes to support 289 

change. For instance, OFE initiatives (Fig. 3) have built and nurtured relationships between 290 

research institutions, farmers, consultants, students, governments and industries; tested 291 

technological innovations within varied contexts; refined methodologies to support pesticide 292 

reduction or adaptation to climate change; created resources for education and training; 293 

prioritised mechanisms leveraging the allocation of resources for research.  294 

 295 

Valued. A third powerful feature to sustain scaling and large system change is the value OFE 296 

creates for participants. Public funds must play a role in OFE to demonstrate common good 297 
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outcomes such as environmental impact, food security or productivity27. However, OFE also 298 

incentivizes participants by providing a platform where private interests can converge45. That 299 

is, insights for farmers, data for scientists, credibility for consultants, prototypes for 300 

innovation ecosystem platforms, accelerated learnings for all3,7,20,23. Subsequently, a 301 

promising avenue is the development of participant-funded business models for OFE, by 302 

which the open innovation process is based on practical operations, insights are coupled 303 

with client demand, and value is demonstrated rather than expected13,36,42. Crucially, this 304 

path would alleviate the historical reliance on public funds of participatory research and 305 

extension services7.  306 

 307 

Disruptive. The emergence of a global OFE community is in itself an important 308 

transformative factor. A growing number of stakeholders are recognising that current 309 

approaches are yet to integrate key insights developed in social and physical sciences, and 310 

that experimentation in agriculture must evolve to answer the new questions brought up by 311 

transitioning systems and changing opportunities. People are reacting and adapting to 312 

change, developing new ways of learning38. As such, OFE research represents a disruption.   313 

 Theoretical roots and early projects were pioneered decades ago, driven by research 314 

or commercial partners in both developing and industrialised countries5,13,16,18,42,55. Today, 315 

OFE scientists belong to communities such as those of Precision Agriculture, Open 316 

Innovation and Living Labs, or are associated with farmer-led organisations asking for 317 

resources to conduct OFE. Tremendous interest has been registered globally. Leveraging 318 

both farmers’ empirical knowledge and digital technologies is building bridges between 319 

social and technical sciences, opening new opportunities to braid research perspectives and 320 

practices.  321 
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 322 

Strengthening the OFE community  323 

Current conditions are allowing OFE to gain momentum13. This is happening in spite of 324 

current structures and incentives within the agricultural sciences, with funding mechanisms 325 

and norms favouring conventional experimentation. Researchers and influencers need the 326 

strategic alignment and support of their institutions to carry forward the transformational 327 

potential of OFE8,15. 328 

 OFE qualifies as a systemic innovation that stimulates wide-reaching and holistic 329 

change through complex and multi-level thinking. Such processes require ongoing provision 330 

to build relationships, skills and operational capacity9,16,26,36,47, but also to foster flexibility, 331 

creativity and agility29-31. In practice, initiating, promoting, coordinating and scaling OFE 332 

inclusively also requires continuity in support11,25, to enable programmes to work with 333 

farming communities and varied stakeholders long-term17,24,31, particularly when OFE is 334 

coupled with the production of public goods26.  335 

 OFE is challenging the status quo, especially in experimental agronomy where a long 336 

tradition exists14,44. Evolving an established system implies a transaction cost that is typically 337 

greater than anticipated57 and cannot be supported by individuals alone.  338 

 OFE ideas have not yet sufficiently permeated the scientific community. As with the 339 

broader area of farmer-led research11, there simply is not a critical mass of OFE 340 

documentation, results or reviewers who are part of the mainstream conversation to make 341 

visible the emerging scientific field of OFE research, catalyse activities, and enable 342 

institutional culture change9,36,45,57.  343 

 344 
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Consequently, achieving transformational change through OFE will not be a passive process. 345 

Challenges involve institutional policy as much as research practice2,6,20. The foremost 346 

priority is to develop the sciences of OFE, which are all those applicable to better conduct 347 

experimentation with farmers. Theoreticians and practitioners need to align their work 348 

conceptually, methodologically and empirically, to provide a solid and unified foundation for 349 

future efforts. A dedicated group would accelerate the development of OFE sciences by 350 

sharing methodologies18,25, reflecting on practice2,12,14,23,29, recruiting others and enabling 351 

the strategic coordination of efforts, notably by prioritising an agenda for OFE research. The 352 

group needs to be open and diverse to foster cross-fertilisation1,27 (Fig. 4), yet must remain 353 

linked around its central concepts44,45, consolidating scientific foundations to continue 354 

demonstrating the worldwide relevance of OFE.  355 

 356 
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Fig. 1 | The OFE process. On-Farm Experimentation follows an iterative process during which practical information is generated 
which farmers can easily understand, assess and readily convert to farm practices. Practically, OFE involves changing a 
management variable, observing, and discussing the outcome with the primary objective of stimulating evidence-based 
learning and decisions. OFE implementation takes different forms but generally involves a step-wise process. Experiments are 
embedded within the farmers’ own management and are thus usually conducted at field scale. Insights are produced during 
discussions between the farmer and additional stakeholders at different stages of the process. New insights may change the 
route of this iterative process over time. A key measure of OFE success is the willingness of stakeholders to review outcomes 
and repeat the process. Progress can only be made when there are effective social mechanisms to promote engagement and 
learning, both along the way and beyond individual OFEs. The process thus involves both technological and social 
considerations. On one hand, OFE revolves around data, produced in the farmers’ own fields, of which at least the analysis 
generally requires the involvement of a specialist (steps 2-6). On the other hand, mechanisms such as co-learning and sharing 
between participants and peers are key to derive decisions from this data, i.e. to build on its analysis to create value in the 
form of useful management insights (steps 5-8). Developing positive and useful relationships from the outset between partners 
is therefore essential, which involves acknowledging their distinct motivations and skill sets to allocate tasks and negotiate 
rules of engagement (1), as well as the nature of socialisation mechanisms (7) which might constitute entire processes in 
themselves. Not represented here are scaling mechanisms, which include replication processes. KPIs = Key Productivity 
Indicators.  
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Fig. 2 | OFE designs to capture field-scale variations. Experimenting at field scale may involve straightforward assessments of 
variation, especially in smallholder and subsistence farming, but also because farmers may attach low priority to statistical 
results and replications. One objective of OFE is to capture and utilise spatial and temporal variability. This is a problem that 
conventional trial methods cannot solve (a). OFE initiatives across the world are developing a range of field-scale designs to 
address the issue (b). Challenges include addressing machinery requirements, data collection, spatial analytics, managerial 
significance. Strategies range from the observations of yearly changes (1.) to purposeful sampling (3.4.) or the utilisation of the 
entire field (2.5.6.7.) especially in precision agriculture (3.4.5.6.). Digital technologies add benefits (e.g. large datasets, ease of 
implementation, automation) as well as challenges (e.g. data processing). 
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Fig. 3 | Examples of OFE initiatives connecting across the world. OFE has emerged largely independently in very different 
environments. The 11 OFE initiatives described here have started to connect and share experiences, demonstrating the 
existence of an active community of practice. All OFE initiatives share a farmer-centric philosophy by which the collaborative 
research process is embedded in farmers’ management, which involves sourcing information from farmers and their managed 
fields to provide insights that are directly relevant to farmers.  
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Fig. 4 | OFE scientific directions. There are two intertwined types of research objects in OFE: the farmers’ questions (how to 
improve management), and the methodologies required to best address these (how to improve research through OFE). 
Multiple research directions exist that are relevant to OFE. Strategically, the growing OFE community of practice must organise 
and prioritise its own research directions to align conceptually, methodologically and empirically. Disciplinary overlaps are 
crucial to adapt scientific concepts and methodologies to the specific requirements of OFE, and to succeed in providing the 
new insights in which reside its value. No scientist covers all three disciplinary domains, therefore the inclusion of integrative 
generalist skills and the development of transdisciplinary communication tools are vital.  
 
 
 
 

 
 


